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ABSTRACT The electrostatic force including
the intramolecular Coulombic interactions and the
electrostatic contribution of solvation effect were
entirely calculated by using the finite difference
Poisson-Boltzmann method (FDPB), which was in-
corporated into the GROMOS96 force field to com-
plete a new finite difference stochastic dynamics
procedure (FDSD). Simulations were performed on
an insulin dimer. Different relative dielectric con-
stants were successively assigned to the protein
interior; a value of 17 was selected as optimal for our
system. The simulation data were analyzed and
compared with those obtained from 500-ps molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulation with explicit water
and a 500-ps conventional stochastic dynamics (SD)
simulation without the mean solvent force. The
results indicate that the FDSD method with GRO-
MOS96 force field is suitable to study the dynamics
and structure of proteins in solution if used with the
optimal protein dielectric constant. Proteins 2002;
48:497–504. © 2002 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of solvent effects in determining solute
properties has been known for many years. To treat the
solvent effect theoretically, an explicit model including
both the solvent and solute molecules is widely used in
molecular modeling,1–3 in which nonbonded van der Waals
and electrostatic terms account for the intermolecular
interaction in detail. A proper description at the molecular
level of solvent effects requires the calculation of the
mutual interactions of a large number of molecules and the
averaging of these over many solvent configurations. The
daunting computational requirements of this approach
have been partially overcome through theoretical ad-
vances and by continuing enhancements in computational
power. Nevertheless, for many applications, such explicit
treatment of solvent molecules and mobile ions is not
feasible.

An alternative approach is to treat the solvent with a
continuum model, in which a potential of mean force of
solvent is introduced to describe the average solvent effect.

The mean effect of solvation has two components: the
electrostatic term and the non-polar part (including solute-
solvent van der Waals interactions and the hydrophobic
effect). It is common practice to assume that the latter
contribution is related to the solvent-accessible surface
area (ASA) of the solute.4,5 However, these semi-empirical
treatments are generally limited to calculations of solva-
tion energy or free energy. It is of technically difficult and
CPU-consuming to directly calculate the solvation force
resulting from a variation of ASA. As for the electrostatic
part of the solvation effect, it can be determined in detail
by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE). Many
efforts have been made to incorporate the solvent effect
into molecular mechanics or MD simulation using the
PBE.6–11 Two different numerical strategies are often
used to solve the PBE: the boundary elementary method
(BEM),6,10,11 and the finite difference Poisson-Boltzmann
method (FDPB).7–9,12 Problems with obtaining a fast and
proper triangulation of the molecular surface have been
recognized as an obstacle to use of the BEM with macromol-
ecule with “pinched” surface regions that are often found
in deep crevices and internal cavities. The FDPB method
has been employed successfully in numerous studies of
proteins.13–18 Progress has been made in attempts to
directly incorporate the PB equations into molecular force
fields in dynamical studies in a number of cases.8,9,19–21 In
the usual FDPB method, the entire electrostatic force is
divided into two parts, one the intramolecular Coulombic
interaction, and the other related to the solvation force.
The second term is determined by the FDPB method and is
added to the intramolecular force that is a direct Coulomb
interaction computed with the conventional molecular
mechanics force field.7,9,21 Most previous FDPB dynamics
simulations were performed on small molecules, and only
a few protein structures were usually studied using this
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method.18 Recently, David et al. performed simulations on
HIV protease, in which they used the UHBD program with
the FD Poisson equation method with the CHARMM22
parameters and compared the simulation results with
those obtained with a generalized Born solvent model.17

The electrostatic energy and atomic forces were also
determined by the FDPB procedure, which can save much
computational time in the calculation of the electrostatic
interactions.

One of our goals is to develop the FDPB procedure22 to
combine with SD simulations23 (FDSD) in order to per-
form simulations on proteins. In this FDSD method, the
entire electrostatic interaction (including the intramolecu-
lar Coulombic interactions and the electrostatic solvation
force) is determined by the PB solution, instead of only the
electrostatic solvation force. This work focuses on the
implementation of dynamics simulation, and the force
calculation is preferred to the energy or free energy
calculation. Therefore, because of the above-mentioned
difficulties in incorporating the non-polar solvation force
on solute atoms into dynamics simulation, this part of the
solvation effect is not taken into account in our protocol.

As Schutz and Warshel24 pointed out, the value of the
dielectric constant of a protein is not universal; it is
entirely dependent on the way used to define this constant
and on the model used. As suggested in the literature,24 a
large dielectric value (�10) may be proper for charge-
charge interactions. In fact, we failed when a small
dielectric constant (especially equal to 1) was used in our
FDSD simulation under different precision of grid mesh.
Therefore, a dielectric value must be selected properly for
the simulation system interior. In order to determine an
optimal value, we have performed a series of simulations
with different values of the dielectric constant, for some of
which different grid mesh were also used to investigate
their influence on the accuracy of simulation results. Our
criterion for what is its proper value is based on the
requirement that the conformation should be maintained,
but it may not guarantee the correct electrostatic energies
in protein, which vary when different dielectric values are
used. In our work, in which we have used the insulin
dimer, we find that the most commonly suggested values of
1, 2, or 4 for the interior dielectric constant9,12,13,17,21

perform poorly. Instead, we find that a value of 17 for the
interior relative dielectric constant in our system leads to
good agreement with the MD simulation with explicit
solvent in the dynamic and structural properties of the
insulin dimer.

MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The classical treatment of electrostatic interaction in
solution is based on the PBE:

� � �ε�r����r�� � ε�r��2 sinh���r�� �
4	
�r�

kBT � 0 (1)

where �(r) is the electrostatic potential, �(r) is the dielec-
tric constant, 
(r) is the charge density. The term �2 �
1/2 � 8	e2I/�kBT, where  is the Debye length and kB is
the Boltzmann constant, I is the ionic strength, T is the
absolute temperature. In our present work, different dielec-

tric constants are assigned to the interior and exterior of
the solute. The second term in Eq. 1 accounts for salt
effects. When � � 0, Eq. 1 reduces to Poisson’s equation,
which in turn reduces to Coulomb’s law when the dielectric
constant is uniform throughout space. The details of the
numerical approach utilizing relaxation iteration to FDPB
algorithm can be found in Nicolls and Honig.25 The
leap-frog algorithm26 is used for performing the SD integra-
tion.

Here, it is worth noting that the electrostatic force can
be calculated by a direct PB method. Generally, the force
can be obtained by the differential of the electrostatic
potential with respect to position: Fi � ��V/�ri, i denotes
any of x, y, or z direction, Fi is the i-th directional
electrostatic force on any atom, ri is the i-th component of
the atom’s position. When the numerical solution of the PB
equation is obtained, the electrostatic potential on any
space point can be calculated from the resolved grid
potential through interpolation method. To get the electro-
static force on an atom positioned at r, i.e., the x-direction
force Fx, the potential Vxu at upstream with �x separation
and Vxd at downstream with �x separation are calculated
at first, then the force Fx � � (Vxu� Vxd)/(2�x) However, as
pointed by Madura et al.,27 the electrostatic free energy
(and the derived forces) that result from a single PB
calculation include three contributions: solvation, self-
energy of the gridded charges, and finite-difference Cou-
lomb interaction between the gridded charges. The second
term is an artifact of grid discretization, and the third term
is a poor approximation at short distances to a direct
Coulomb interaction between point charges. In this work,
the self-energy is subtracted from the calculation of total
electrostatic potential, but the force derived from this term
cannot be excluded from a single PB calculation. To test
the influence of the above approximation on dynamics
simulation of protein, we performed the energy calculation
and analyzed the results of simulations with different grid
size, and also compared the results obtained from MD and
SD simulations (see below).

However, the FDPB interaction also includes Coulombic
interactions between atoms directly connected by chemical
bonds (first and second neighbors, and in some cases third
neighbor) as in Schaefer et al.15 This is inconsistent with
the requirement of the GROMOS96 force field in the MD
simulation because these atoms are excluded from the
summation of the electrostatic interaction. Therefore, for
each charged atom, the Coulombic interactions on which
imposed by its first, second and in some cases third
neighbor atoms should be subtracted from that calculated
from the FDPB method.

The crystal structure of Pig Insulin Dimer was taken
from the Protein Databank28 containing 102 amino acid
residues in total. We have selected insulin dimer as a test
system of moderate size with an experimental structure
determined at high resolution. The dimer consists of two
insulin monomer molecules with essentially similar confor-
mation having quasi-twofold symmetry. Each molecule
consists of two chains noted as A and B. The B chains’
residues from 9 to 19 form a helix from which the initial
and terminal residues turn into generally extended confor-
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mations. The A chain’s residues are both compact and rest
within the framework of the extended B chains and the B
chain helices to which they are linked by disulphide bonds,
A20-B19 and A7-B7. The interface of the two monomers is
formed mostly between the two B chains.

A united-atom representation of insulin dimer was
modeled using the GROMOS96 force field. The ionic
strength was set to zero, so � � 0. To assess the effect of
grid resolution on the calculation, the PBE was solved with
the different meshes (1553, 1053, 853, 653) within the
FDSD simulation with the dielectric constant of the solute
equal to 1. The results show that the simulation quality
does not sensitively depend on the grid resolution under
certain resolution degree. This observation agrees with the
earlier work17,29 that has demonstrated that in dynamics
simulations, the use of a fine grid (around 0.5 Å) gives no
obvious improvement over that using a coarse grid (about
1.0 Å). Use of a coarse grid (about 1 Å) leads to a significant
reduction in time spent on the calculation of electrostatic
interactions. For this reason, other FDSD simulations
were performed with the 653 mesh (about 1.0 Å grid
spacing). The GROMOS96 atomic charges and radii were
used to represent the insulin dimer in the PB part of the
calculation. The solute-solvent boundary was formed be-
tween the van der Waals envelope of the molecule and a
probe solvent molecule with a sphere radius of 1.4 Å. The
dielectric constant was 80 for the solvent. Boundary
conditions were set to calculate the potential at each
boundary point due to every charge in the system using the
Debye-Hückel approximation (full Coulombic). The PB
force was updated every time step. In order to establish a
comparison and select a proper dielectric constant for the
solute, a set of values (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 17, 20, and 30)
were selected for each separate simulation.

For comparison, the MD simulation with explicit water
and the conventional SD simulation in a vacuum were
performed. A periodic box including 4,512 water molecules
was used for the MD simulation. The short-range and
long-range pair lists included atoms within 8 and 14 Å,
respectively. In the conventional SD simulation, the fric-
tion coefficient was taken to be 91 ps�1, weighted with the
accessible area factor, and the relaxation time was set to
0.1 ps. In each simulation, the system was coupled to heat
bath at 300 K with a coupling constant of 0.1 ps. The
SHAKE algorithm30 was employed with a 2-fs time step.
After minimization, the FDSD simulations with a dielec-
tric of 1 for the solute and with different grid resolutions
were all performed for 20 ps, and any other simulation was
performed for 500 ps. The trajectories were saved every 50
time steps.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect on Dynamics of Grid Resolution

In the PB calculation, the grid resolution is a main factor
to decide the computer time. To get a balance between
accuracy of calculation and computational power, an appro-
priate resolution should be selected, especially for dynam-
ics simulation. Several 20-ps FDSD simulations with 1553

(about 0.3 Å grid spacing), 1053 (about 0.5 Å grid spacing),
853 (about 0.7 Å grid spacing), 653 (about 1.0 Å grid

spacing) grid meshes were performed. For comparison
with SD simulation, in which the dielectric value of the
solute interior is set to1, the same constant is assigned for
the solute in the FDSD simulations. The displacement of
the generated structure from a reference structure as a
function of simulation time (in terms of overall RMSD)
gives a direct and obvious picture of changes in conforma-
tion during the simulation. Figure 1 shows the time-
dependence of the RMSD of atomic positions in the above
FDSD simulations (skipped the case of 853 grid mesh just
for clarification) and SD simulation relative to the initial
structure after minimization from the X-ray crystal struc-
ture. The RMSD obtained from SD simulation keeps a
stable value of approximately 2.0 Å after a short initial
period, while the other RMSD values obtained in different
FDSD simulations are increased with simulation time. At
the time of 20 ps, the RMSD values approach a large value
of more than 5 Å, especially for the FDSD simulations with
a 0.3 Å grid and a 0.5 Å grid. This means that the protein is
quickly denatured. Moreover, Figure 1 also indicates that
the finer grid resolution (0.3 Å in this case) does not
improve the quality of dynamics simulation, at least under
this protocol. The energies were also calculated for further
comparison. Table I lists some types of energies calculated
from the FDSD and SD simulations. For the calculation of
electrostatic energy for the same initial conformation of
insulin dimer, the three calculations with 1553, 853, 653

grid meshes give very closed values within an error no
more than 4% between each other. And the calculations for
the electrostatic solvation energy (Erf) for the initial
conformation from the four PB solutions (especially for
GRID155, GRID85, GRID65) are comparable (see Table I).
This indicates that the results of the electrostatic energy
calculation from above four grid resolutions are not far
from each other in our method. As for the difference
between the results obtained with FDSD and SD calcula-
tions, this is due to the different treatment on the electro-
statics, especially for the electrostatic solvation effect.
Table I also shows the positive reaction field energy (Erf) in

Fig. 1. Root mean square deviations of atomic positions vs. simulation
time relative to the initial structure. Solid line: FDSD simulation with 1553

grid mesh. Dotted line: FDSD simulation with 1053 grid mesh. Dashed
line: FDSD simulation 653 grid mesh. Dash-dot-dotted line: SD simulation.
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SD calculation, while the solvation energies (Erf) in the
FDSD calculations are all negative. In fact, the SD simula-
tion takes into poor account the solvation contribution to
the energy. However, the variations of the van der Waals
interactions (Evdw) in the four FDSD simulations are all
much larger than that in the SD simulation. This implies
that the relative positions between the solute atoms have a
large displacement, and the structure of the solute may be
changed. The variations of kinetic energies (Ek) in the
FDSD simulations are also large, which indicates that the
dynamics are not stable. (Fig. 1; Table I)

Together with the above analysis for Figure 1 and Table
I, an implication is obtained about the probably inappropri-
ate value of the dielectric constant of the solute in the
FDSD simulation, and the approximate Coulomb forces in
the single PB calculation does not resulting in obvious
affection. Consequently, a set of dielectric constants is
tested, and a coarse grid of about 1 Å spacing (653 mesh) is
used in all the FDSD performances. The same coarse grid
usage can also be found in David et al.’s work.17

RMSD

Figure 2 shows the time-dependence of the RMSD of
atomic positions in the FDSD simulation relative to the
initial structure after minimization from the X-ray crystal
structure. For brevity, we use FD-n for denoting the FDSD
simulation with a relative dielectric value of n. As shown
in Figure 2, the RMSD obtained in a simulation with the
dielectric constant equal to 2 (FD-2) reaches to a large
value around 0.9 nm. In fact, closer examination shows
that the insulin dimer gradually assumes a state with two
helices of each A chain unfolded as the simulation
progresses. This indicates that a value of 2 is not a good
choice for the dielectric constant in this model. When the
dielectric constant is equal to or greater than 4, the RMSD
obtained from different simulations is comparable, and
much smaller. The FD-4 simulation produces an average
RMSD value of 0.33 nm, and the average RMSD value
obtained from the FD-17 simulation decreases to 0.30 nm,
and that from the FD-20 simulation increases to 0.32 nm
again. Figure 3 presents a comparison of the RMSD values

Fig. 2. Root mean square deviations of atomic positions vs. FDSD
simulation time relative to the initial structure. Dashed line: FDSD
simulation with � � 2. Dotted line: FDSD simulation with � � 4. Thick solid
line: FDSD simulation with � � 17. Thin solid line: FDSD simulation with
� � 20.

Fig. 3. Root mean square deviations of atomic positions vs. MD,
FDSD, and SD simulation time relative to the initial structure. Thick solid
line: MD simulation. Dotted line: FDSD simulation with � � 17. Thin solid
line: SD simulation.

TABLE I. Initial and Final Energies (Corresponding to the First and Second Data in
Each Unit Box, Respectively) in Different Simulations of 20 ps Duration†

Simulation Ek Eel Erf Evdw Pa Pnonb

SD 2,568 �4,414 770 �3,374 �6,427 �7,788
2,576 �6,361 968 �3,284 �6,218 �9,645

GRID155 2,579 �10,125 �4,314 �3,374 �12,165 �13,527
3,675 �10,525 �6,868 �1,687 �8,095 �12,213

GRID105 2,578 �9,685 �4,825 �3,374 �10,539 �13,045
3,058 �10,525 �6,756 �1,840 �8,511 �12,366

GRID85 2,575 �9,907 �4,070 �3,374 �11,921 �13,282
2,986 �10,264 �6,168 �2,103 �8,719 �12,367

GRID65 2,571 �10,252 �4,015 �3,390 �12,288 �13,649
2,906 �9,816 �5,159 �2,733 �9,289 �12,550

† GRID155 denotes the FDSD simulation with 1553 grid mesh, and the GRID105, GRID85, GRID65 are
alike. Ek is the kinetic energy of the solute system, Eel the electrostatic energy (in which the self energy
was subtracted), Erf the reaction field energy, Evdw the van der Waals interaction energy, Pa the total
potential energy. Pnonb the nonbonded interaction energy. All the energies are in unit of kJ/mol.
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as functions of simulation time for the MD, SD and FDSD
simulations with the dielectric constant 17. The maximum
RMSD values in the series of the generated structures
from initial structures in the MD, SD, and FD-17 simula-
tions are 0.320, 0.378, and 0.370 nm, respectively. Taking
the system to be in a fully equilibrated state in the last 200
ps of the simulation time, the mean RMSD values aver-
aged in this period of the MD, SD, and FDSD simulations
are 0.291, 0.344, and 0.327 nm, respectively. The above
two sets of values indicate that the system in FDSD
simulation with a dielectric value of 17 shows intermedi-
ate stability and flexibility relative to those in the full MD
and conventional SD simulations. (Figs. 2, 3).

Gyration Radius of Protein

The gyration radius reflects molecular compactness shape.
Figure 4 shows a different gyration radius in simulations
with � � 4, 10, 17, and 20 as a function of simulation time. It
is interesting to find that in all FDSD simulations except for
that with � � 17, the gyration radius tends to decrease to a
lower value in the later part of the simulation period.
However, the gyration radius in simulation with � � 17 keeps
stable. The mean gyration radii in the eight simulations with
� � 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 17, 20, and 30 are equal to, respectively,
1.330, 1.330, 1.337, 1.344, 1.343, 1.357, 1.318, and 1.343 nm.
Apparently, in our FDSD simulations the conformation is
changed more or less from its native state and the molecule
becomes more compact than its initial structure, except in
the simulation with � � 17. The gyration radius obtained
from the FDSD simulation with � � 17 is compared with that
in the MD and SD simulations in Figure 5. During most of
the 500 ps simulation time, the gyration radius in the FD-17
simulation lies between that in the MD and SD simulations,
and this is also true of the mean gyration radius (1.363 nm
for MD, 1.346 nm for SD, and 1.357 nm for FD-17).

The system in the vacuum as shown in the SD simula-
tion has the smallest value of the gyration radius. This
result is in accord with the study by Wang et al.31 in which
the gyration radius of a protein at a low hydration level is
smaller than that at a high hydration level. This behavior

can be explained as the result of a tendency of both the
intramolecular van der Waals and electrostatic interac-
tions to minimize the surface of a protein at low hydration.
Inclusion of solvent effect makes the gyration radius closer
to that in the explicit solvent. In addition, Figure 5 shows
that the molecular gyration radius keeps stable in three
simulations, which is important and a necessary condition
for simulations to generate an equilibrium state ensemble
(Figs. 4, 5)

Solvent ASA Analysis

The solvent accessible surface area (ASA) is a direct
measure for the interaction between solute and solvent,
which in a simple way relates to the hydrophobic energy in
the empirical calculation.5 Figure 6 gives a picture of the
total ASA changes for the insulin dimer in the MD, SD,
and FD-17 simulations. The ASA in the MD simulation
has a maximal value, which reflects the strongest interac-
tion between the solute and solvent in the explicit model,
while the interaction decreases in the implicit treatment.
However, the ASA keeps larger values in the FDSD

Fig. 6. The total ASA of the insulin dimer in MD, SD, and FD
simulations. Solid line: MD simulation. Dotted line: SD simulation. Dashed
line: FDSD simulation with � � 17.

Fig. 4. Gyration radii as functions of FDSD simulation time. Thin solid
line: FDSD simulation with � � 4. Dotted line: FDSD simulation with � �
10. Thick solid line: FDSD simulation with � � 17. Dashed line: FDSD
simulation with � � 20.

Fig. 5. Gyration radii as functions of MD, SD, and FDSD simulation
time. Dashed line: MD simulation. Dotted line: SD simulation. Solid line:
FDSD simulation with � � 17.
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simulation than that in the SD simulation. This shows
that the improvement in taking into account the solvation
effect has been achieved in the FDSD simulation. Due to
polarization included in the PB solution, the polar residues
tend to be exposed outside in the FDSD simulation more
than in the SD simulation. The data of the ASA of polar
residues has the same pattern, which also supports this
argument (not shown here) (Fig. 6).

Hydrogen Bonding Analysis

The structure of intramolecular H-bonds is an excellent
measure of structural integrity. Table II reports the re-
sults of H-bond analysis of insulin dimer obtained from
trajectories obtained with MD, SD, and FDSD with � � 17.
The criteria used to determine an H-bond are purely
geometric. For each coordinate set, every potential donor-
acceptor pair is tested and considered to form an H-bond if
the distance between hydrogen and acceptor is less than
0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is larger
than 135°. The H-bond frequencies are obtained from the
registered occurrences of the simulation trajectory frames.

Table II lists several H-bond donor and acceptor pairs
located in different part of the insulin dimer and their
occupancies. In the region B24 (45Phe) to B26 (47Tyr), the
chain is involved in antiparallel H-bonding with its symme-
try-related equivalents (96Phe to 98Tyr). Except for the
donor and acceptor pair between 47Tyr (N-H) and 96Phe
(O), the frequencies of the other three interfacial antiparal-
lel H-bonds among residues 45, 47 and 96, 98 are lower in
the MD simulation than in the SD simulation. These
frequencies are still lower in the FDSD simulation, but not
far from the results obtained with the MD simulation. This
phenomenon may be due to the effects of screening and
polarization in the MD and FDSD simulations. Especially,
the FDSD simulation with � � 17 may take into account an
“excess” solvent effect (imposing strong screening effect on
the solute), which results in weaker electrostatic interac-
tions and then unfavorable formation of H-bond. And
another possible explanation for the even lower H-bonds
occurrences is the approximate finite-difference Coulomb
forces and probably also the spurious forces arising from
the position-dependence of the self-energy terms of the
gridded charges. This noise may be partially responsible

for the low occurrences of H-bonds in the FDSD run. The
same case occurs for the H-bond network between the A
and B chains in a monomer such as that between 27Leu
(N-H) and 6Cys (O), the helical contact between 7Cys
(N-H) and 3Val (O), and the contact at the bend between
43Arg (N-H) and 40Cys (O). However, the structure be-
tween 44Gly-NH and 41Gly-O that is prevalent during the
MD simulation, breaks down in both the SD and the FDSD
simulations. The final three H-bond pairs in Table II show
distinct behavior in the three different simulations. The
frequencies of these three H-bonds are zero or nearly zero
in the MD and FDSD simulations, whereas the SD simula-
tion generates high occupancies of the H-bonds. The
residues in these three main chain H-bond contacts are
near the molecular surface and are solvated in aqueous
solution, and in the MD simulation the explicit water
molecules compete to form H-bond with the solute as
donors or acceptors. The implicit solvation forces intro-
duced in the FDSD simulation succeed in reducing H-bond
interactions among surface residues.

Molecular Structure

Most of the above structural analyses support the valid-
ity of the FDSD simulation with dielectric of 17 for solute
interior. However, the question is that did some low
occurrences of H-bonds imply that the inner structure of
the insulin dimer has been distorted in the FDSD simula-
tion with an interior dielectric constant of 17? Three
snapshots got at the end of the 500-ps MD, SD, and FD-17
simulations, respectively, are shown in Figure 7. Com-
pared with the structure obtained from MD simulation,
the structures are kept very well in the SD and FDSD (� �
17) simulations. The RMSD calculated from the superposi-
tion of the MD and SD structures is 0.259 nm, and the
RMSD for the two MD and FDSD structures is 0.264 nm.
The six helices and two sheets in each conformation are
stable during the three simulations. As shown in Figure 7,
only some small parts, i.e., a strand at the end of B chain
between residues 22Phe and Asn24, are flexible with large
magnitude. Even for the two long extended parallel coils of
B chain (from 44Gly to Lys50) on the interface of the
dimer, the closeness is tightly kept. Figure 7 indicates that
the FDSD (� � 17) run does not break the inner structure
of the dimer. The noise of the force in the present method
can only, if it does, result in a relative small positional
change and does not impose much influence on the dy-
namic and structural properties of protein (Fig. 7).

Energy Analysis

The energy conservation and its fluctuation are of
interest in the simulated equilibrium state. Figure 8
shows the fluctuating temperature of the solute system
with respect to simulation time in the MD, SD, and FDSD
(� � 17) simulations. In fact, the temperature reflects the
kinetic energy of the system. As shown in Figure 8, the
temperature fluctuation in the FDSD and MD simulations
are smaller and more stable than in the SD simulation,
which is due to the solvation effect. In the vacuum, as in
the SD simulation, the atoms of solute vibrate more violent
than that in solvent (Fig. 8).

TABLE II. Frequencies of Intramolecular Hydrogen Bonds
Obtained From Different Simulation Techniques in

Insulin Dimer (in Percentages)

Donor Acceptor MD SD FDSD

45Phe N™H 98Tyr O 44 90 17
47Tyr N™H 96Phe O 80 64 62
96Phe N™H 47Tyr O 71 91 55
98Tyr N™H 45Phe O 85 88 46
27Leu N™H 6Cys O 38 94 16
7Cys N™H 3Val O 89 82 62
43Arg N™H 40Cys O 48 26 18
44Gly N™H 41Gly O 60 0 0
44Gly N™H 21Asn O1 0 99 0
1Gly N™H2 51Ala O1 0 87 0
52Gly N™H2 102Ala O2 0 60 3
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Figure 9 presents the reaction field energy (E-RF)
(electrostatic solvation energy), electrostatic energy (E-
ELE) and the total potential (E-POT) of insulin dimer as a

function of simulation time for the FDSD simulation with
� � 17. The energies keep stable well. The average E-RF
and its error in the 500-ps duration is �151 � 9 kJ/mol, the
average E-ELE and its error �437 � 12 kJ/mol, and the
average E-POT and its error �1,210 � 91 kJ/mol. How-
ever, the absolute values of the energies shown in Figure 9
cannot be comparable with that calculated in the MD, SD,
or even the FDSD with � � 1 simulations as listed in Table
I. Since the dielectric constant 17, as a factor in the
electrostatic interaction, results in a decrease in the
electrostatic energies, this figure only gives a view of
energy conservation with simulation time (Fig. 9).

CONCLUSIONS

The procedure incorporating the electrostatic force en-
tirely determined by the FDPB method into the SD
simulation has demonstrated its reliability in the protein
modeling. The GROMOS96 force field is used in all simula-
tions and is adaptable to the FDPB method. The analysis
results on structural, dynamics, and energetics properties
of the insulin dimer obtained with different FDSD simula-
tions show that the coarse grid does not reduce the
calculation accuracy in the dynamics simulation in this
method and a single PB calculation can also lead to the
good quality of a dynamics simulation. The problem still
remains if the noise of force by a single PB calculation
would be averaged more or less in the dynamics simula-
tion. The results obtained with FDSD simulation with
relative dielectric constant of 17 assigned to the solute
interior are in similar accuracy compared to the explicit-
solvent MD simulation. This indicates that solvent effects
on structural and dynamic properties can be reflected in

Fig. 8. The temperature fluctuation of the solute system with respect
to simulation time in MD, SD, and FDSD (� � 17) simulations. Solid line:
MD simulation. Dotted line: SD simulation. Dash-dotted line: FDSD
simulation with � � 17.

Fig. 7. The structure snapshots got at the end of the three different
500-ps simulations: MD, SD simulations, and the FDSD simulation with
� � 17.

Fig. 9. The energetic variations with simulation time in FDSD simula-
tion with � � 17. E-RF denotes the reaction field energy. E-ELE is the
electrostatic energy. E-POT is the total potential. All the energies are in
unit of kJ/mol.
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the FDSD simulation, which is due to that the dielectric
constant accounts for the polarization and screening effect
of solvent. Also, this work indicates that the dielectric
constant is a key parameter in a simulation procedure in
which the FDPB method is used to treat the full electrostat-
ics. Although the artificial interior dielectric constant 17
seems rather high, it appears an appropriate choice to use
in the present context. Moreover, it is close to the selection
of 20 used in Schaefer et al.15 and Antosiewicz et al.16 in
which the FDPB method is used to calculate the pKa shift.
We expect the same appropriateness of this value in the
MD simulations of the different systems with the similar
size.

For a more detailed simulation, the incorporation of the
force arising from non-polar solvation effect into dynamics
simulation is the further extension of this work as well as
the more accurate calculation of the PB electrostatic force.

The primary advantage of using the implicit model is the
time savings afforded by replacing explicit water mol-
ecules with the continuum. Note, however, that the time
saved is strongly dependent on the grid size and the
updating frequency of the PB force. Setting the CPU time
per dynamics picosecond for the MD simulation with
explicit water molecules as an arbitrary reference of 100,
we find that in our FDSD approach, the CPU time con-
sumed per picosecond is 25 when the calculation of the PB
force is performed every 3 time steps, and 60 when the PB
forces are updated at each time step, while in the conven-
tional SD simulation it is only 8. Advances in numerical
methods for solving the FDPB will make FDSD approach
more attractive.
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